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By rights, John Constantine should be the happiest magician alive. He’s just gotten married to the sexy young alchemist Epiphany Greaves and successfully fended off his demonic
archenemies at the reception. He’ll have to replace the thumb he cut off during a bout of magic-induced madness, but hey, for Constantine, that’s not bad. But the honeymoon is about to end.
His niece, Gemma, is out for revenge for an assault she holds her dear Uncle John responsible for-but in her quest for vengeance, she summons a demon she can’t control. Gemma’s
missteps will take John all the way to Hell in this penultimate volume of Vertigo’s longest-running series. John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 25: Another Season collects issues #276-291 as well
as the previously uncollected story “Exposed” from DC’s 9/11 anthology.
Written by Preacher co-creator Garth Ennis, Hellblazer by Garth Ennis Omnibus Vol. 1 collects the game changing stories that breathed new life into the fan favorite character, John
Constantine. John Constantine is dying. As a sorcerer literally haunted by the demons of his past, John is no stranger to mystic bedevilment or supernatural horror. But it's his chain smoking
that ultimately brings death to Constantine's front door. Between this, and investigations of a grisly serial murderer and strategies against the Lord of Hell, there is no rest for the wicked.
Especially when your name is John Constantine. Written by Garth Ennis (Preacher, Punisher MAX) with art by fan favorites Steve Dillon (Preacher, Punisher MAX) Hellblazer by Garth Ennis
Omnibus Vol. 1 brings together Ennis' entire run for the first time! Collects Hellblazer #41-50, #52-83, #129-131, Vertigo Jam #1, Hellblazer Special #1, Heartland #1, Vertigo: Winter's Edge #2
A goth. A gun. A femme fatale. A white supremacist commando wannabe. What sick twist of fate brings them all together, turning three intelligent young Brits into neo-Nazi sociopaths on the
run and shot to death in heartland U.S.A.? An ugly tale of brutal obsession, Hell Enternal charts this disaffected trio's spiraling descent from a sordid love triangle, through paramilitary internet
intrigue, and into a conspiratorial and dangerous world from which there is no way out, alive.
Movie star - comic book icon - John Constantine, the legendary chain-smoking, hard-drinking man of the occult is back! His mind a blank slate after the events of Staring at the Wall, John
Constantine makes a desperate gambit to recover his memory: he allows a demon control of his body for a single day. But a day in Hell is a long, long time, and the trouble Constantine
unleashes will have fatal repercussions for almost everyone he knows... not least himself. Will Constantine ever be the same again? Mike Carey and Marcelo Frusin conclude their outstanding
run on Hellblazer, taking Constantine on one final trip to hell - but is he coming back?
John Constantine, Hellblazer: Original sins
John Constantine: Hellblazer (2019-) #1
John Constantine, Hellblazer: Extreme prejudice
Celebrate 30 years of one of DC Vertigo's most enduring and controversial characters in Hellblazer: A Celebration of 30 Years, an anthology graphic novel featuring his best tales to date!
Plus, a forward written by worldwide musical icon, Sting! When all the chips are down and everything's on the line, what would you do to ensure you come out on top? What would you be
willing to sacrifice? For occult detective John Constantine, the only thing more difficult than answering that question almost every single day is living with his decision. Whether it's due to a
sense of self-loathing, a resistance to any sort of authority or a deeply hidden desire to do what's right, Constantine is willing to make the hard choices...so that no one else has to. All of these
facets of John Constantine's character have made him one of the most popular in graphic literature since 1988. Hellblazer: A Celebration of 30 Years collects some of the antihero's best
stories from some of the greatest writers in his history, including Alan Moore, Garth Ennis, Brian Azzarello, Paul Jenkins, Jamie Delano and more. Collects Saga of the Swamp Thing #37,
John Constantine, Hellblazer #11, #27, #41, #63, #120, #146, #229 and #240.
Occult detective John Constantine has seem many strange things in his career, but the horrors of "reality television" are a new genre. When in the "Haunted Mansion", a hot new show on TV,
the house itself starts attacking the contestants, Constantine must figure out who, or what, is pulling the strings in this macabre situation, before it becomes his last investigation
John and his associates investigate why Steve Evans' well-intentioned invention caused mass suicides, which led to the quarantine of Glasgow.
A billionaire falls out of the sky and is gruesomely skewered on a church spire. Bizarrely, Angel Wings are attached to his back. More follow until, hallelujah, it's raining businessmen. Detective
Aisha Bukhari is stumped by this, until she's visited by her childhood friend, occult investigator John Constantine. DC’s Hellblazer discovers a link between the falling elite and a shocking
moment in his and Aisha’s misspent youth. How do these killings tie to the first death on John's hands? How does this involve heaven and hell? Even if this is kind of John's fault, will
Constantine be happy to let a few more rich bastards fall from the sky, like a vindictive Robin Hood? It's an all-new DC Black Label mystery starring John Constantine in his very first tale spun
by acclaimed writer Tom Taylor (DCeased) and artist Darick Robertson (The Boys)!
Dark Entries
Hellblazer: Rise and Fall (2020-) #1
Hellblazer
John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 25: Another Season
John Constantine, HellblazerOriginal SinsTitan Books
John Constantine is back in London, back to his old tricks-and just in time, as things have become very dark indeed in his old stomping grounds. A smalltime gang lord has found himself dealing with a big-time outbreak of supernatural weirdness...and without any allies to call on and nothing left to call
his own, John doesn’t have much choice about taking a paycheck from one of London’s worst, or accepting the help of one of the gang lord’s would-be foot
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soldiers. But what should be an open-and-shut exorcism turns out to be nothing but...and the author of this madness may just be getting started on their
terrible masterpiece! The original Constantine is back in this series from Si Spurrier (The Dreaming) and Aaron Campbell (Infidel), with nothing to his
name but decades of bad memories and an unearned second chance. How, exactly, will he squander it? There’s only one way to find out...John Constantine
is back in London, back to his old tricks-and just in time, as things have become very dark indeed in his old stomping grounds. A small-time gang lord
has found himself dealing with a big-time outbreak of supernatural weirdness...and without any allies to call on and nothing left to call his own, John
doesn’t have much choice about taking a paycheck from one of London’s worst, or accepting the help of one of the gang lord’s would-be foot soldiers. But
what should be an open-and-shut exorcism turns out to be nothing but...and the author of this madness may just be getting started on their terrible
masterpiece! The original Constantine is back in this series from Si Spurrier (The Dreaming) and Aaron Campbell (Infidel), with nothing to his name but
decades of bad memories and an unearned second chance. How, exactly, will he squander it? There’s only one way to find out...
In a grimy London torn by racism and despair, John Constantine's battles with guilt lead him to help an ex-girlfriend, now hooked on heroin and forced
into prostitution. Constantine finds himself facing the wrath, not only of the girl's pimp, but also of Satan, who intends to have his revenge.
A shattering finale to John Constantine's arduous trek across America and answers the burning questions that put him on the road in the first place.
This volume features two complete story arcs -- "Highwater" and "Ashes & Dust."
Hellblazer: Rise and Fall
All His Engines
John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 12: How to Play with Fire
Hell Eternal
These are the first nine stories in a continuing monthly comic-book series published under the title, Hellblazer. They detail the adventures of one John Constantine, an insouciant, somewhat amoral occult
dabbler and psychic detective.
John Constantine is back in London, back to his old tricks-and just in time, as things have become very dark indeed in his old stomping grounds. A small-time gang lord has found himself dealing with a bigtime outbreak of supernatural weirdness...and, without any allies to call on and nothing left to call his own, John doesn’t have much choice in taking a paycheck from one of London’s worst, or accepting the
help of one of the gang lord’s would-be foot soldiers. But what should be an open-and-shut exorcism turns out to be nothing but...and the madness is just getting started! Collects The Sandman Universe
Presents: Hellblazer #1, John Constantine: Hellblazer #1-6, and Books of Magic #14.
A part of DC Universe: Rebirth! John Constantine, the hard-hearted Hellblazer returns home to London to face an impossible choice: live an immortal life bonded to a demonic curse, or shift that curse to eight
million people—killing each and every one of them! What to do, what to do... The Hellblazer is back in the first volume of the continued story of one of DC's most iconic and long-lasting characters by writer
Simon Oliver (FBP) with art by Moriat (The Spirit). Collects THE HELLBLAZER: REBIRTH #1 and THE HELLBLAZER #1-6. Rebirth honors the richest history in comics, while continuing to look towards the
future. These are the most innovative and modern stories featuring the world's greatest superheroes, told by some of the finest storytellers in the business. Honoring the past, protecting our present and
looking towards the future. This is the next chapter in the ongoing saga of the DC Universe. The legacy continues.
"In the City of Angels, Hell has always simmered just below the surface. At the shadowy border between this world and the next, John Constantine works to keep the demonic forces at bay. In the course of
investigating a woman's apparent suicide, however, he discovers that something new is coming up from the inferno -- something that will destroy the delicate balance between Heaven and Hell and plunge
Earth into catastrophic , other-worldly war. But can Constantine save a world which terminal cancer is about to take away from him -- especially when he knows his own soul is already condemned to eternal
damnation?"--Cover.
Hellblazer - Rare Cuts
Hellblazer by Garth Ennis Omnibus
Stations of the Cross
John Constantine, Hellblazer: 30th Anniversary Celebration

"In "Warped Notions" written by Eddie Campbell, Constantine is drawn into a web of time travel and terror when he's accosted by the ghost of Sir Francis
Dashwood, the founder of the Hellfire Club. Dashwood needs Constantine's help to avert a disaster that could threaten the very fabric of reality. Then, Paul
Jenkins begins his HELLBLAZER run with "Dreamtime"! John Constantine plunges deep into an arcane landscape where a powerful entity known as the
Rainbow Serpent intends to punish man's treatment of the environment by clearing the earth of all animal life"-The very first Hellblazer collection is back in a new edition that includes John Constantine's early appearances in SWAMP THING #76-77 along with
HELLBLAZER #1-9. This is the first of a series of new HELLBLAZER collections that put all his adventures in reading order, capturing Constantine at his
youthful, anarchic best.
Features the wrenching finale of Paul JenkinsÕs never-before-collected run on the title, as well as Garth Ennis and John HigginsÕs brutal five-issue coda,
ÒSon of Man.Ó For a man as cynical and jaded as John Constantine, thereÕs only one kind of torment for which he is unprepared: contentment. But the fact
is (even though he recently cut off a piece of his soul and marooned it in Hell to suffer for his sins), things are actually going pretty well. HeÕs got a new
girlfriend that he hasnÕt yet killed or damned or driven insane; his surviving friends and family are, by all accounts, still alive and healthy; and his enemies,
for the most part, are either dead or trapped in some form of eternal torment. Not a bad score, overall. Naturally, this means that itÕs time for everything
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to go up in flames. Because when youÕre as prolific at making enemies as John Constantine is, thereÕs always going to be a few that you donÕt know
about, as well as one or two heavyweights who can afford to bide their time. When the two meet, itÕs best to get as far away as possibleÑthe collateral
damage alone promises to be as deadly as it is indiscriminate. Collects HELLBLAZER #121-133.
When a nation is steeped in terror and the irredeemable one percent are dropping like flies…will John Constantine lift a finger? If so, which finger? DCeased
writer Tom Taylor teams with Darick Robertson, artist of Transmetropolitan and The Boys, for an all-new John Constantine story! A billionaire falls out of the
sky and is gruesomely skewered on a church spire. Bizarrely, angel wings are attached to his back. More follow until, hallelujah, it’s raining businessmen.
Detective Aisha Bukhari is stumped until she’s visited by her childhood friend, occult investigator John Constantine. John discovers a link between the falling
elite and a shocking moment in his and Aisha’s misspent youth. How do these killings tie to the first death on John’s hands? How does this involve heaven
and hell? Even if this is kind of John’s fault, will Constantine be happy to let a few more rich bastards fall from the sky, like a vindictive Robin Hood? Collects
the acclaimed three-issue miniseries.
John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 2: The Best Version of You
City of Demons
John Constantine, Hellblazer: When Johnny comes marching home
The Hellblazer Collection
The very first Hellblazer collection ORIGINAL SINS is available in a new edition that includes John ConstantineÍs appearances in SWAMP THING. This is the first of a series of new
HELLBLAZER editions starring VertigoÍs longest running antihero, John Constantine, EnglandÍs chain-smoking, low-rent magus. This first collection is a loosely connected series of tales of
JohnÍs early years where Constantine was at his best and at his worst, all at the same time.
When Constantine visits an old friend, he becomes the target of a serial killer and must uncover the identity of the Family Man.
In this volume, England’s favorite low-rent mage skips town to avoid incarceration and heads to India. But Constantine’s quest for purity in an attempt to resurrect the love of his life is
quickly interrupted when an expat friend gets him mired in a series of grisly murders. Then, Constantine reluctantly becomes embroiled with a group of anarcho-punks who worship a
powerful effigy of Sid Vicious. Plus, discover the centuries-long history of the King of Voodoo, and original Hellblazer writer Jamie Delano returns to John Constantine, alongside superstar
artist Jock! Collects Hellblazer #261-266, Hellblazer Special: Papa Midnite #1-5, and the Hellblazer: Pandemonium graphic novel.
"John Constantine is back in London, back to his old tricks--and just in time, as things have become very dark indeed in his old stomping grounds. A small-time gang lord has found
himself dealing with a big-time outbreak of supernatural weirdness...and, without any allies to call on and nothing left to call his own, John doesn't have much choice about taking a
paycheck from one of London's worst, or accepting the help of one of the gang lord's would-be foot soldiers. But what should be an open-and-shut exorcism turns out to be nothing
but...and madness is just getting started! The original Constantine is back in this series from Si Spurrier (The Dreaming) and Aaron Campbell (Infidel), with nothing to his name but
decades of bad memories and an unearned second chance. How, exactly, will he squander it? There's only one way to find out... "-John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 14: Good Intentions
Constantine
John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 1: Marks of Woe
John Constantine, Hellblazer: gift
Graphic Novel. Movie star - comic book icon - John Constantine, the legendary chain-smoking, hard-drinking man of the occult is back!John Constantine has made
a terrible mistake, and it's cost him his sister's life and soul. Now he must journey to Hell with his old nemesis, the demon Nergal, to bring her back to the light but the deals he will need to make en route may cost him more than even he has ever lost before. Plus a bonus story of Constantine's childhood, and an
unforgettable after-dinner speech!Mike Carey and Leonardo Manco - with guest artist Frazer Irving - conclude their acclaimed Hellblazer run with a deadly twist!
John Constantine is an unconcerned, somewhat amoral occultist with a British working-class background. He's a hero, of sorts, who manages to come out on top
through a combination of luck, trickery, and genuine magical skill.
After a stint in a hospital rehab, John Constantine finds the London streets very different from how he left them as a series of occult murders and mutilations
demands his attention.
The very first Hellblazer collection, Original Sins is available in a new edition that includes John Constantine's appearances in Swamp Thing. This is the first of a
series of new Hellblazer editions starring Vertigo's longest running antihero, John Constantine, England's chain-smoking, low-rent magus. This first collection is
a loosely connected series of tales of John's early years where Constantine was at his best and at his worst, all at the same time. Includes Swamp Thing #76-77.
Highwater
The Saddest Angriest Black Girl in Town
John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 23: No Future
John Constantine, Hellblazer
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John Constantine knows the secrets of his native England like the back of his nicotine-stained hand. Unfortunately for him, he’s
now a world away from that green and pleasant land. Constantine has returned to America, and this time he’s landed in the worst
place imaginable: a cell in a maximum-security prison, with a 35-year sentence for murder. Adapting to his new environs will
require a steep learning curve, but the world’s greatest magician is nothing if not flexible. In fact, the question that his
fellow inmates should be asking is not how this strange-talking newcomer will endure being locked up with society’s worst
offenders, but rather how they are going to survive the experience. That’s because Constantine has a few more stops to make on his
stateside tour, and, unlike his cellmates, his journey begins in the joint rather than ending there. But when he arrives in the
rural town of Doglick, West Virginia, to make personal amends for his crime, what he finds going on behind its closed doors shocks
the famously world-weary sorcerer to his hardened, cynical core. Acclaimed writer Brian Azzarello is joined by legendary artists
Richard Corben, Marcelo Frusin and Steve Dillon for a terrifying expedition into the darkest corners of the Land of the Free in
JOHN CONSTANTINE, HELLBLAZER VOL. 14: GOOD INTENTIONS, collecting issues 146-161 of the signature VERTIGO series together with the
nostalgic tale “The First Time” from VERTIGO SECRET FILES: HELLBLAZER.
Written by JAMIE DELANO Art by RICHARD PIERS RAYNER, BRYAN TALBOT, DAVID LLOYD and others Cover by JOHN CASSADAY In these tales
from issue #10-13, THE HORRORIST #1-2 and ANNUAL #1, Constantine wins his first victory in the war with Nergal and encounters a
woman who is the embodiment of the world's horrors.
Sorcerer and occult detective John Constantine deals with a hunger spirit in New York City, a group of British yuppie demons, a
tortured veteran and the ghosts of his unit in a small town, and an army from hell called the Damnation Army.
One of DC’s and the Sandman Universe’s most iconic characters is back for more dark and twisted antics in volume two of one of the
most critically acclaimed series of the year! Will Constantine protect a group of British fishermen from an ancient merwoman? Or
stop a disgraced royal from unleashing a bloodthirsty horror? It all leads to John Constantine facing his final reckoning with the
older version of himself who’s been seeding magical chaos all around England. Can the evil in John’s heart ever be contained? Or
will it destroy the one life he would give anything not to corrupt? Collects John Constantine: Hellblazer #7-12.
Rake at the Gates of Hell
Original sins
The Hellblazer: Rebirth (2016) #1
The Gift
Soon to be stepping from the shadows into his own live action movie (starring Keanu Reeves) comes a classic comics character: John Constantine, the enigmatic
chain-smoking mystic! Rare Cuts assembles six spellbinding stories that have never before been collected, including the horrifying events of Newcastle, 1978, that
ended with Constantine confined to an asylum and, amongst others, a tale of Constantine's rough-and-tumble childhood and the beginnings of his unique skills.
Created by some of the most popular and critically-acclaimed writers and artists in comics. Also includes a Constantine timeline and a map of Constantine's London.
Following in the vivid footsteps of Swamp Thing and Sandman, here is an occult thriller that teeters between our world and the next, during one man's non-stop
adventure. Bedraggled medium and exorcist John Constantine prowls the outskirts of society in search of inner peace, only to find himself the lone defender of our
world from the forces of evil.
"As one of the few magicians who understands both the possibilities and the dangers of his art, Liverpool native John Constantine has managed to keep himself from
becoming lost in its dark power -- but he also cannot escape its seductive, addictive hold. Unfortunately, while Constantine may understand magic's true price, the
world is full of amateurs willing to sign away their souls for a taste of it -- and like it or not, his hard-won knowledge guarantees that he'll always be in the middle of
the mess that follows"--Page 4 of cover, v. 1
John Constantine’s lost weekend in New York City was fun, but London’s where his heart is—only a pissed-off demon and a curse on his soul stand in his way. Even
Constantine’s questionable ethics are pushed to the limit when he puts eight million souls on the line to get what he wants…
The family man
"Book Thirteen"
John Constantine Hellblazer
The Hellblazer Vol. 1: The Poison Truth
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